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[Black] Minister Farrakhan highlights the essential difference between black and white
extremism in the USA; black discourse is based on verifiable facts whereas white
propaganda is based on lies, fabrications and deception with a view to malicious intent.

I am reminded of the superior skills of black boxing champion, Jack Johnson, and the many ‘great
white hopes’ that were pitched against him -- all of whom proved hopeless in the end!

The Corporate, ill-conceived Libyan bungle could well ignite the Balkans and other regional hot
spots into action zones once again; Gaddafi, as Farrakhan suggests, does indeed have many friends
throughout the World, notwithstanding cowardly laughing stocks, China and Russia, continue to
search for their lost testicles!

I would add to Farrakhan’s passionate WARNING; if world governments, especially of populated
nations, fail to HEED the growing social DISCONTENT among BILLIONS of citizens then current
puppet leaders could expect to be DRAGGED from office and HANGED from the nearest light poles!

The financial elites that use and manipulate governments today could care less for the safety and
well being of their puppets, which they dispense with on a regular basis. I hope the paltry benefits
gained from serving these nefarious criminals comfort you when the noose is placed around your
traitorous necks!

I reiterate for dim witted, white Americans, THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD WILL HAVE THEIR DAY
and establish PEACE and DEMOCRACY throughout all the nations of the world – we are ONE! But
not before the great (and inevitable) social purging of corrupt officials and the elimination of the
CRIMINAL executive class.

You have all sold your souls for a few pieces of silver. Woe, woe, woe to YOU!

I do not exaggerate or ask anyone to believe a word I write, better to ask your trusted advisors;
Zbigniew Brzezinski has already sounded a very clear warning. The intellectually capable are easily
able to read the ‘writing on the wall’ – change now (of course we KNOW you cannot) or be
DAMNED!

 Brzezinski's warning
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